Since Saturday, was reassigned to minor league camp...On Saturday, right-handed pitchers were optioned to Gwinnett (AAA), and RHP Chris Volstad and LHP Hunter Cervenka.

The Braves have 12 new players from outside the organization on the 40-man roster this season, and infielder was re-assigning eight others....Two players were released...On Monday, the club optioned RHP Matt Wisler to Mississippi (AA)...Right-handed pitchers Danny Burawa, Tyrell Jenkins, Casey Kelly and infielder Daniel Castro were optioned to Gwinnett (AAA), and RHP Mauricio Cabrera was optioned to Mississippi (AA). Right-handed pitchers Zach Thompson, Kyle Kendrick, left-handers David Holmberg and Sean Newcomb, infielders Chase d’Arnaud, Nate Freiman and Rio Ruiz were re-assigned to minor league camp...RHP Chris Volstad and RHP Kyle Kendrick were unconditionally released...There currently are 46 players in Major League camp.

HECTOR OLIVERA: Is second in the majors with 15 hits this spring and is ninth with a .429 batting average...He has hit safely in 11 of the 12 games he has played this spring, including three straight.

BRAVES VS. ASTROS: The Braves and Astros are set to meet for the third of six meetings between the clubs this spring...The teams have previously met on March 9 in Kissimmee, with the Astros winning 9-5, and on March 13 in Kissimmee with Houston claiming a 7-6 win...They are set to play again on March 22, March 25 and March 28...The Braves and Astros met in the regular season in 2014, with the Braves winning two of three.

ROOKIES IN CAMP: The Braves farm system, ranked third-best by Baseball America and top overall by ESPN’s Keith Law, is well-represented in Major League camp this spring...Six of Baseball America’s top 10 Braves prospects came to major league camp this spring, including the top four (No 1. SS Dansby Swanson, No 2. LHP Sean Newcomb, No 3. RHP Aaron Blair, and No 4. OF Hector Olivera).

NEW 40-MAN BRAVES IN 2016: The Braves have 12 new players from outside the organization on the 40-man roster this season, including five (INF Erick Aybar, OF Ender Inciarte, RHP Casey Kelly, LHP Ian Krol and RHP Jose Ramirez) that were acquired via trade... Six were unconditionally released...There currently are 46 players in Major League camp.

BRAVES CURRENT TRANSACTIONS:

SPRING TRAINING SCHEDULE/RESULTS:

SPRING ROSTER MOVES:

ROOKIES IN CAMP:

TODAY’S GAMES: Atlanta is set to host the Houston Astros at Champion Stadium for the third of six spring matchups, and the Braves will also visit the Washington Nationals for the second of three games between the clubs this spring...Today is the second of three scheduled split-squad contests for Atlanta this spring, with games on 3/25 (vs. HOU at DET) remaining...Atlanta dropped both games of its first split-squad affair on 3/11 (9-2 vs. PHI, 4-3 at STL)...The club is 4-11-2 so far in Grapefruit League action after going 15-17-2 last spring.

YESTERDAY’S GAME: The Braves and Cardinals played to an 8-8 tie at Champion Stadium yesterday, Atlanta’s second tie of the spring...RHP Jhoulys Chacin allowed the Cardinals three runs and eight hits in 3.0 innings of work in the start, while LHP Ian Krol was touched for three runs (two earned) in 0.2 innings of relief...2B Ozzie Albies has two hits, two runs and two steals, while C Ryan Lavarnway went 2-2-for-4 with two RBI and threw out a pair of Cardinals attempting to steal.
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BRAVES CURRENT TRANSACTIONS:
Manny Banuelos • LHP • 5-10 • 190 • 24 yrs • #50

- Stated for his second appearance of the exhibition schedule after going 1-4 with a 5.13 ERA (15 ER/26.1 IP) in seven games (six starts) for the Braves last season. Was acquired on January 1, 2015 from the New York Yankees and went on to make his Major League debut on July 2 in his first season with the Braves organization.
- Also pitched for Triple-A Gwinnett for a portion of the season, going 6-2 with a 2.23 ERA in 16 starts for the G-BraVES.
- Major his Major League debut on 7/2 vs. WSH after having his contract purchased from GWN earlier that day. Opposed Nationals’ starter Max Scherzer and tossed 6.2 scoreless innings before leaving the game due to cramping and dehydration.
- Left with a 1-0 lead, but received a no-decision after Washington rallied to tie the score in the seventh inning.
- Became the first native of Mexico to go at least 5.0 shutout innings in his Major League debut since Colorado’s Juan Acevedo went 5.0 scoreless innings on April 30, 1995 at Houston.
- Earned his first Major League win on 7/7 at MIL. Allowed one run on five hits over 5.1 innings in the 4-3 victory.
- Made his professional debut in 2008 and is 27-24 with a 3.11 ERA (184 ER/532.2 IP) in 129 games (112 starts) at the minor league level.

**TODAY’S PROBABLE PITCHERS**

**DAILY PITCHING LOGS**

**DAILY BATTING LOGS**

Key: 1-Single, 2-Double, 3-Triple, 4-Home Run, o-Out, k-Strikeout, w-Walk, h-HBP, e-Reached on error, b-SacBunt, c-Reached on fielder’s choice, f-SacFly

Note: Read left-to-right for first-to-last AB